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● Platform 
● Development tools
● Storage
● OpenShift Data Science
● Security



● Disconnected operations across teams that create deployment delays.

● Increasing complexity of integrating AI solutions with in-place infrastructure.

● The need to continuously (re)train models, auditing requirements and monitoring 

of model performance.

● As generative AI has emerged, organizations are now facing new challenges 

related to pre-built models, including:

○ Licensing and ownership.

○ Regulatory and locality restrictions.



secure, supported & stable platform



Red Hat OpenShift 
Dedicated2

Red Hat OpenShift
Service on AWS1

Azure Red Hat 
OpenShift

Red Hat OpenShift 
on IBM Cloud1

Managed Red Hat OpenShift services

Self-managed Red Hat OpenShift 

On public cloud, or 
on-premises on

physical or virtual 
infrastructure3

You manage it, for 
control and flexibility

secure, supported & stable platform

Start quickly, we 
manage it for you



object storage everywhere

● OpenShift Data Foundation provides the functionality that 

organizations need to support applications and workloads in one 

complete solution—fully integrated and delivered with Red Hat 

OpenShift.  

● Multicloud object gateway exposes a consistent Amazon S3 

compatible endpoint to developers and applications.

● OpenShift Data Foundation clusters support end-to-end encryption 

including encryption with user-provided keys.



object storage everywhere



developer tools comes with 
OpenShift



dev spaces



what is ODS?

Red Hat OpenShift Data Science provides the ability to build, train, deploy 
and monitor models on premise, in the public cloud or at the edge.

Red Hat updates the platform and integrated AI tooling (like Jupyter 
Notebooks, PyTorch, and TensorFlow libraries).

Using the model serving and monitoring tools built into Red Hat OpenShift 
Data Science, models are container-ready, which makes it easier to integrate 
them into an intelligent app. 

Models can be rebuilt and redeployed as part of a continuous 
integration/continuous development process based on changes to the source 
notebook.

Nvidia and Intel AI tools unlock high-performance training.



what is inside ODS?



how we use ODS?



workbenches



storage and data connections



pipelines



model serving



model serving



lifecycle



DevSecOps?





Summary

Red Hat OpenShift AI is an AI-focused portfolio that provides tools across the full lifecycle of AI/ML experiments 
and models and includes Red Hat OpenShift Data Science.

Red Hat OpenShift Data Science is an open source machine learning (ML) platform for the hybrid cloud. 

By providing a fully supported environment to establish MLOps best practices, data scientists and developers can 
rapidly train, deploy and monitor ML workloads and models on-premise and in the public cloud.

https://developers.redhat.com/learn/openshift-data-science

https://www.redhat.com/en/topics/digital-transformation/what-is-machine-learning
https://www.redhat.com/en/topics/devops/mlops
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